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Abstract We present the version 2.0 of the program pack-
age GoSam for the automated calculation of one-loop ampli-
tudes. GoSam is devised to compute one-loop QCD and/or
electroweak corrections to multi-particle processes within
and beyond the Standard Model. The new code contains
improvements in the generation and in the reduction of the
amplitudes, performs better in computing time and numer-
ical accuracy, and has an extended range of applicability.
The extended version of the “Binoth-Les-Houches-Accord”
interface to Monte Carlo programs is also implemented. We
give a detailed description of installation and usage of the
code, and illustrate the new features in dedicated examples.
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1 Introduction
After the great achievement of discovering a new boson at
the LHC [1,2], the primary goal is now to study its prop-
erties in detail, and to detect the slightest hints for possible
extensions of the Standard Model. Certainly, precise theory
predictions are indispensable to achieve this aim, which calls
for calculations at next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy and
beyond.
NLO predictions nowadays should be considered as the
standard for experimental data analysis. Ideally, matching
NLO results to a parton shower and merging different jet mul-
tiplicities should be aimed for. However, this also requires
fast and highly automated NLO tools to be available, to be
compared to a vast amount of measurements, most of them
dealing with multi-particle final states.
The development of automated NLO tools has seen
tremendous progress in the past years, leading to public
codes [3–7] which are able to produce multi-particle NLO
predictions for user-defined processes, or to dedicated frame-
works [8–15], which allowed to produce an impressive col-
lection of NLO processes.
The integrand-reduction method [16–18] has changed our
way of addressing the decomposition of amplitudes in terms
of master integrals, whose coefficients can be determined by
applying algebraic projections to polynomial functions.
The principle of an integrand-reduction method, which
is valid at any order in perturbation theory [19–23], is the
underlying multi-particle pole expansion for the integrand of
any scattering amplitude, or, equivalently, a representation
where the numerator of each Feynman integral is expressed
as a combination of products of the corresponding denomina-
tors, with polynomial coefficients. These coefficients corre-
spond to the residue of the integrand at the multiple-cut. Each
residue is a multivariate polynomial in the irreducible scalar
products formed by the loop momenta and either external
momenta or polarization vectors constructed out of them.
GoSam is a code which was designed to maximally
exploit both the integrand reduction for dimensionally reg-
ulated one-loop amplitudes [16,24], as implemented in
Samurai [25], as well as improved tensor reduction methods
as developed in [26,27]. The algebraic expression of the inte-
grands are automatically generated by means of the Golem
technology [26,28–30].
The polynomial structure of the multi-particle residues is
a qualitative information that turns into a quantitative algo-
rithm for decomposing arbitrary amplitudes in terms of mas-
ter integrals at the integrand level. In fact, in the context of
an integrand-reduction, any explicit integration procedure is
replaced by a simpler operation like polynomial fitting, which
in Samurai is implemented via Discrete Fourier Transform
[31–33].
GoSam produces analytic expressions for the integrands.
Because of this feature, it is suitable to be interfaced with a
new library, called Ninja [34,35], implementing an amelio-
rated integrand-reduction method, where the decomposition
in terms of master integrals is achieved by Laurent expan-
sion through semi-analytic polynomial divisions [36]. With
the new reduction algorithm, GoSam-2.0 can produce results
for NLO virtual corrections that are more accurate and less
time consuming than the ones provided by version 1.0.
In this paper we present the new version 2.0 of the pro-
gram GoSam [6], which has been used already to produce
a multitude of NLO predictions both within [35,37–47] and
beyond [48,49] the Standard Model. The new version con-
tains important improvements in speed, numerical robust-
ness, range of applicability and user-friendliness.GoSam can
be linked to different Monte Carlo programs via the Binoth-
Les-Houches-Accord BLHA [50], where the extended ver-
sion BLHA2 [51] is also implemented. The program can be
downloaded from [52] http://gosam.hepforge.org. The struc-
ture of the paper is the following. In Sect. 2 we give a brief
overview of the program structure. The new features of the
program are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes the
installation and usage of GoSam, while in Sect. 5 we give
examples illustrating some of the new features, before we
conclude in Sect. 6. The appendices contain a commented
example of an input card for convenience of the user, and
some details about higher rank integrals.
2 Overview of the program
GoSam can be used either as a standalone code producing
one-loop (and tree level) amplitudes, or it can be used as
a One Loop Provider (OLP) in combination with a Monte
Carlo (MC) program, where the interface is automated, based
on the standards defined in [50,51]. The main workflow of
GoSam is shown in Fig. 1 for the standalone version and in
Fig. 2 for GoSam as an OLP within a Monte Carlo setup.
In the standalone version, the user will fill out a process
run card which we call process.in, where the process
is defined, together with some options. Then the code for
the virtual amplitudes is generated by invoking gosam.py
process.in.
After running the above command with an appropriate
run card, all the files which are relevant for code gener-
ation will be created. The command make source will
invoke QGRAF [53] and FORM [54,55] to generate the dia-
grams and algebaric expressions for the amplitudes, using
also spinney [56] for the spinor algebra within FORM and
haggies [57] for code generation. In version 2.0 of Go-
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Fig. 1 Basic workflow of GoSam
Sam, the production of optimized code however is largely
relying on the new features of FORM version ≥4. The com-
mand make compile will finally compile the produced
Fortran90 code.
In the OLP version, the information for the code genera-
tion is taken from the order file generated by the Monte Carlo
program. Depending on the MC, the whole generation can
be invoked automatically and steered by its setup. This is
shown schematically in Fig. 2 and explained in more detail
in Sect. 4.3.
The amplitudes are evaluated using D-dimensional reduc-
tion at integrand level [16,31,58], which is available through
two different reduction procedures and libraries: Samu-
rai [25,33] and Ninja [35,36]. Alternatively, tensorial
reconstruction [27] is also available, based on the libraries
Golem95C [30,59,60] and OneLOop [61].
It should be emphasized that all the reduction- and inte-
gral libraries used in GoSam-2.0 are included in the program
package, and the installation script described in Sect. 4.1
will take care of compilation and linking, such that the
user does not have to worry about installing them sepa-
rately. Interfacing other tensor integral libraries, such as
LoopTools [3,62], PJFRY [63,64] or Collier [65],
should be straightforward, due to the modular structure of
our setup.
More details about the reduction procedures implemented
in GoSam will be given in Sect. 3.
3 New features
The version 2.0 of GoSam comes with several new features,
which lead to an improvement in speed for both the genera-
Fig. 2 Schematic setup for GoSam as an OLP in combination with a
Monte Carlo program
tion and the evaluation of the amplitudes, more compact code,
and more stable numerical evaluation. Further, the range of
applicability of the code is extended, in particular to deal with
effective theories and physics Beyond the Standard Model.
We will describe some of the new features in more detail
below.
3.1 Improvements in code generation
3.1.1 Producing optimised code with FORM version 4
While in version 1.0 of GoSam the Fortran code for the
amplitudes was written usinghaggies [57], we now largely
use the features provided by FORM version 4.x [55] to pro-
duce optimized code. This leads to more compact code and
a speed-up in amplitude evaluation of about a factor of ten.
The option to use haggies is still available by setting the
extension noformopt.
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Fig. 3 Example of diagrams sharing a common tree part, which are
summed when the diagsum option is set to diagsum=true
3.1.2 Grouping/summing of diagrams which share common
subdiagrams
Already in the first release of GoSam, the diagrams were ana-
lyzed according to their kinematic matrix Si j and grouped
together before reduction. This lead to an important gain
in efficiency, both with reduction based on integrand reduc-
tion methods, as well as with classical tensor reduction tech-
niques. Details about the way diagrams are grouped can be
found in [6]. This feature is still present when Samurai or
Golem95C are used for computing the amplitudes.
In the new release an option called diagsum combines
diagrams which differ only by a subdiagram into one “meta-
diagram” to be processed as an entity. This allows one to
further reduce the number of calls to the reduction program
and therefore to increase the computational speed.
When the option diagsum is active, diagrams which dif-
fer only by a propagator external to the loop, as is the case e.g.
for the Z/γ  propagator in QCD corrections to the produc-
tion of Z+jets, are summed together before being processed
by FORM. Similarly, diagrams which differ only by an exter-
nal tree part, but which share exactly the same set of loop
propagators, are summed together prior the algebraic manip-
ulation. An example is shown Fig. 3. Finally, diagrams which
share the same set of propagators, but have different particles
circulating in the loop, as shown in Fig. 4, are also summed
into one “meta-diagram”. The default setting for this option
is diagsum=true.
3.1.3 Numerical polarisation vectors
The use of numerical polarisation vectors for massless gauge
bosons (gluons, photons) is activated by default. This means
that the various helicity configurations for the massless
bosons will be evaluated numerically, based on a unique code
containing generic polarisation vectors, rather than produc-
ing separate code for each helicity configuration. To switch
off this default setting, for example if the user would like
to optimize the choice of reference vectors for each helicity
configuration, the option polvec=explicit should be
given in the input file process.in.
3.2 Improvements in the reduction
The algebraic generation of the integrands in GoSam is tai-
lored to the maximal exploitation of the D-dimensional inte-
grand reduction algorithm.
In the previous version, GoSam-1.0, Samurai has been
the default library for the amplitude decomposition in terms
of master integrals. Within the original integrand reduction
algorithm, implemented in Samurai, the determination of
the unknown coefficients multiplying the master integrals
requires: (i) to sample the numerator on a finite subset of the
on-shell solutions; (ii) to subtract from the integrand the non-
vanishing contributions coming from higher-point residues;
and (iii) to solve the resulting linear system of equations.
Gauss substitutions and the integrand subtractions enforce
a triangular system solving strategy, which proceeds top-
down, from the pentuple-cut to the single-cut. In this fashion,
because of the integrand subtractions, the integrand which
has to be evaluated numerically gets updated at any level, cut-
by-cut, by the subtraction of the polynomial residues deter-
mined at the previous step. The sampling and the determina-
tion of the coefficients in Samuraiproceeds with a projection
technique based on the Discrete Fourier Transform [31,33].
In the new version GoSam-2.0, the amplitude decompo-
sition is obtained by a new integrand-reduction method [36],
implemented in the C++ code Ninja [34,35], which is the
default reduction library.
In Ref. [36] an improved version of the integrand reduction
method for one-loop amplitudes was presented. This method
allows, whenever the analytic dependence of the integrand
on the loop momentum is known, to extract the unknown
coefficients of the residues by performing a Laurent expan-
sion of the integrand with respect to one of the free loop
components which are not constrained by the corresponding
on-shell conditions.
Within the Laurent expansion approach, the system of
equations for the coefficients becomes diagonal. In fact, in
the asymptotic limit, both the integrand and the higher-point
subtractions exhibit the same polynomial behaviour as the
residue. Therefore one can identify the unknown coefficients
with the ones of the expansion of the integrand, corrected
by the contributions coming from higher-point residues. In
other words, the subtractions of higher-point contributions
are replaced by corrections at the coefficient level. Because
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Fig. 4 Example of diagrams sharing a common loop propagator, but with different particle content in the loop, which are summed when the
diagsum option is set to diagsum=true
of the universal structure of the residues, the parametric form
of these corrections can be computed once and for all, in terms
of a subset of the higher-point coefficients.
This novel D-dimensional unitarity-based algorithm is
lighter than the original integrand reduction method, because
less coefficients need to be determined, and turns out to be
faster and numerically more accurate.
The integrand reduction via Laurent expansion has been
implemented in the library Ninja, where the Laurent expan-
sions of the integrands are performed by a polynomial divi-
sion between some parametric expansions of the numerator
and the uncut denominators. The expansions of the numera-
tor, required by Ninja as input, are efficiently generated by
GoSam using FORM, after collecting the terms that do not
depend on the loop momentum into global abbreviations.
Ninja and the new version of Samurai, as well as Go-
lem95C, all distributed with the GoSam-2.0 package, can
deal with processes where the masses of the internal particles
are complex, and where the rank r of the numerator of the
integrands can exceed the number N of denominators by one
unit, i.e. r ≤ N +1, as it may happen e.g. in effective theories
(see also Sect. 3.5.1).
3.2.1 The extension derive
The derive feature generates code to access the tensor
coefficients of each diagram or group of diagrams individu-
ally. While it has been among the possible keywords for the
extensions options in GoSam-1.0 already, it now has
been promoted to be used by default in the context of tenso-
rial reconstruction [27]. It improves both the speed and the
precision of tensorial reconstruction and makes connection
to other reduction methods.
The idea behind it is to compute the numerator N (q) from
a Taylor series
N (q) = N (0) + qμ ∂
∂qμ
N (q)|q=0
+ 1
2!q
μqν
∂
∂qμ
∂
∂qν
N (q)|q=0 + · · · (1)
In this form one can read off a one-to-one correspondence
between derivatives at q = 0 and the coefficients of the tensor
integrals.
At a technical level, the fileshelicity∗/d∗h∗l1d.f90
contain the routines derivative(μ2, [i1], [i2],…)
and reconstruct_d∗(coeffs), where the latter is only
generated in conjunction with the extension golem95, and
coeffs is a type which comprises all coefficients of a dia-
gram of a certain rank. The number of optional indices i1,
i2, …determine which derivative should be returned. The
subroutine reconstruct_d∗ also takes into account the
proper symmetrisation.
3.3 Electroweak scheme choice
Regularisation and renormalisation within the Standard
Model can be performed using various schemes, which also
may differ in the set of electroweak parameters considered
as input parameters, while other electroweak parameters are
derived ones. Within GoSam-2.0, different schemes can be
chosen in several different ways by setting appropriately the
flag model.options, depending on whether the scheme
might be changed after the generation of the code or not.
By default, when the flag is not set in the input card, Go-
Sam generates a code which uses mW, mZ and α as input
parameters, allowing however to change this in the generated
code, by setting the variable ewchoice in the configuration
file common/config.f90 to the desired value. The user
can choose among 8 different possibilities, which are listed
in Table 1. When the electric charge e is set algebraically to
one, the symbol for e will not be present in the generated
amplitudes. This can be useful e.g. if the Monte Carlo gener-
ator used in combination with GoSam will multiply the full
result by the coupling constants at a later stage of the calcu-
lation. In scheme number 8, mW is derived from a formula
where both e and G F enter. Thus, using e = 1 in combina-
tion with the standard value for G F would lead to the wrong
gauge boson masses. Therefore the scheme 8 cannot be used
if e is set algebraically to one.
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Table 1 Possible choices to select the electroweak scheme. To simplify
the notation we write the sine of the weak mixing angle as sw. The lists
of derived parameters contain only the parameters which are computed
from the input parameters and used in the expressions for the amplitudes
ewchoice Input parameters Derived parameters
1 GF, mW, mZ e, sw
2 α, mW, mZ e, sw
3 α, sw, mZ e, mW
4 α, sw, GF e, mW
5 α, GF, mZ e, mW, sw
6 e, mW, mZ sw
7 e, sw, mZ mW
8 e, sw, GF mW, mZ
The flag model.options in the input card allows
one also to directly set the values of the different parame-
ters appearing in the model. If the values of exactly three
electroweak parameters are specified, GoSam automatically
takes them as input parameters. In that case, in order to be
able to switch among different schemes after code gener-
ation, the variable ewchoose also must be added to the
model.options flag.
3.4 Stability tests and rescue system
Within the context of numerical and semi-numerical tech-
niques, we should be able to assess in real time, for each
phase space point, the level of precision of the correspond-
ing one-loop matrix element. Whenever a phase space point
is found in which the quality of the result falls below a certain
threshold, either the point is discarded or the evaluation of the
amplitude is repeated by means of a safer, albeit less efficient
procedure. This procedure is traditionally called “rescue sys-
tem”.
Apart from improvements in the stability of the reduction
itself, which are provided by the new versions of Samu-
rai and Golem95C, and in particular by the new reduction
algorithm Ninja, the new version of GoSam also has a more
refined rescue system as compared to version 1.0.
Looking at the literature, we observe that various tech-
niques for detecting points with low precision have been
implemented within the different automated tools for the
evaluation of one-loop virtual corrections.
A first commonly used approach relies on the comparison
between the numerical values of the infrared pole coefficients
computed by the automated tool with their known analytic
results dictated by the universal behaviour of the infrared
singularities [66]. We refer to this as the pole test.
The main advantages of this method are its broad applica-
bility to all amplitudes and the fact that it requires a negligible
additional computation time. However, since not all integrals
which appear in the reconstruction of the amplitude give a
contribution to the double and single poles, this method often
provides an overestimate of the precision, which might result
in keeping phase space points whose finite part is less precise
than what is predicted by the poles.
Different techniques have been proposed that target
directly the precision of the finite part. Using the symme-
try properties of scattering amplitudes under scaling of all
physical scales, or alternatively the invariance under rotation
of the momenta, we can build pairs of points that should
provide identical results, both for the finite parts and for the
poles, and use the difference between them as an estimator
of the precision.
The scaling test [67], is based on the properties of scaling
of scattering amplitudes when all physical scales (momenta,
renormalisation scale, masses) are rescaled by a common
multiplicative factor x . As shown in [67], this method pro-
vides a very good correlation between the estimated precision
and the actual precision of the finite parts.
The rotation test [35] exploits the invariance of the scatter-
ing amplitudes under an azimuthal rotation about the beam
axis, namely the direction of the initial colliding particles.
Whenever the initial particles are not directed along the beam
axis, one can perform a rotation of all particles by an arbitrary
angle in the space of momenta. A validation of this technique,
and the corresponding correlation plots, has been presented
in [35].
While the scaling and the rotation test provide a more
reliable estimate of the precision of the finite parts that enter
in the phase space integration, their downside is that they
require two evaluations of the same matrix element, therefore
leading to a doubling in the computational time.
Additional methods have been proposed, within the con-
text of integrand-reduction approaches, which target the rela-
tions between the coefficients before integration, namely the
reconstructed algebraic expressions for the numerator func-
tion before integration, known as N = N tests [18,25]. This
kind of tests can be applied to the full amplitude (global
N = N test) or individually within each residue of individ-
ual cuts (local N = N test). The drawback of this technique
comes from the fact that the test is applied at the level of
individual diagrams, rather than on the final result summed
over all diagrams, making the construction of a rescue system
quite cumbersome.
For the precision analysis contained in GoSam-2.0, and
to set the trigger for the rescue system, we decided to employ
a hybrid method, that takes advantage of the computational
speed of the pole test, combined with the higher reliability
of the rotation test. This hybrid method requires setting three
different thresholds. After computing the matrix elements,
GoSam-2.0 checks the precision δpole of the single pole with
the pole test. Comparing the single pole SI R that can be
obtained from the general structure of infrared singularities
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and the one provided by GoSam-2.0, which we label S, we
define
δpole =
∣
∣
∣
∣
SI R − S
SI R
∣
∣
∣
∣
. (2)
The corresponding estimate of the number of correct digits
in the result is provided by Ppole = − log10(δpole). This step
does not require any increase in computational time. The
value of Ppole is then compared with two thresholds Phigh
and Plow.
If Ppole > Phigh the point is automatically accepted.
Given the high quality of the computed pole, the finite part is
very unlikely to be so poor that the point should be discarded.
If Ppole < Plow the point is automatically discarded, or
sent to the rescue system. If already the pole has a low pre-
cision, we can expect the finite part to be of the same level
or worse.
In the intermediate region where Phigh > Ppole > Plow,
it is more difficult to determine the quality of the result solely
based on the pole coefficients. Only in this case the point is
recalculated using the rotation test, which requires additional
computational time.
If we call the finite part of the amplitudes evaluated before
and after the rotation Afin and Afinrot respectively, we can
define the error δrot estimated with the rotation as
δrot = 2
∣
∣
∣
∣
Afinrot − Afin
Afinrot + Afin
∣
∣
∣
∣
. (3)
and the corresponding estimate on the number of correct dig-
its as Prot = − log10(δrot ). Prot provides a reliable estimate
of the precision of the finite part [35], and can be compared
with a threshold Pset to decide whether the point should be
accepted or discarded.
The values of the three thresholds Phigh , Plow and Pset
can be chosen by the user, to adjust the selection mechanism
to the fluctuations in precision which occur between different
processes. In the input card, Phigh , Plow and Pset correspond
to PSP_chk_th1, PSP_chk_th2 and PSP_chk_th3,
respectively, see Appendix A. It is worth to notice that the
rotation test can be bypassed simply by setting the initial
thresholds Phigh = Plow. In this case the selection is per-
formed solely on the basis of the pole test.
3.5 New range of applicability
3.5.1 Higher rank integrals
The libraries Ninja, Golem95C and Samurai all support
integrals with tensor ranks r exceeding the number of prop-
agators N . Such integrals occur for example in effective the-
ories (a prominent example is the effective coupling of glu-
ons to the Higgs boson), or in calculations involving spin-
two particles beyond the leading order. These extensions are
described in detail in Refs. [33,36,60] and are contained in
the distribution of GoSam-2.0. The additional integrals will
be called automatically by GoSam if they occur in an ampli-
tude, such that the user can calculate amplitudes involving
higher rank integrals without additional effort. Ninja and
Samurai provide higher rank integrals for rank r = N + 1,
version 1.3 of Golem95C [60] provides higher rank integrals
and the tensorial reconstruction routines up to r = N +1 for
N ≤ 6, as well as form factors up to rank ten for N ≤ 4. More
details about the higher rank integrals are given in Appendix
B.
3.5.2 Production of colour-/spin correlated trees
GoSam can also generate tree level amplitudes in a spin- and
colour-correlated form. Colour correlated matrix elements
are defined as
Ci j = 〈M|Ti T j |M〉, (4)
and we define spin-correlated matrix elements as
Si j = 〈M,−|Ti T j |M,+〉. (5)
The spin-correlated matrix element (as well as the colour
correlated matrix element) contains implicitly the sum over
all non-specified helicities, while only the helicities with the
indices i and j are fixed, i.e.
〈Mi,−|Ti · T j |Mi,+〉
=
∑
λ1,...,λi−1,λi+1,...,λn
〈Mλ1,...,λi−1,−,λi+1,...,λn
× |Ti · T j |Mλ1,...,λi−1,+,λi+1,...,λn 〉. (6)
These matrix elements are particularly useful in combination
with Monte Carlo programs which use these trees to build
the dipole subtraction terms for the infrared divergent real
radiation part. With these modified tree level matrix elements
GoSam is able to generate all necessary building blocks for
a complete NLO calculation.
Such a setup has been used successfully in combination
with the framework of Herwig++/Matchbox [68–70].
3.5.3 Support of complex masses
The integral libraries contained in the GoSam package as
well as the GoSam code itself fully support complex masses.
The latter are needed for the treatment of unstable fermions
and gauge bosons via the introduction of the corresponding
decay width. A fully consistent treatment of complex W -
and Z -boson masses requires the use of the complex mass
scheme [71]. According to this scheme the boson masses
become
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m2V → μ2V = m2V − imV 	V , V = W, Z . (7)
Gauge invariance requires that the definition of the weak
mixing angle has to be modified accordingly:
cos2 θW = μ
2
W
μ2Z
. (8)
To make use of the complex mass scheme, we introduce two
new model files, sm_complex and smdiag_complex,
which contain the Standard Model with complex mass
scheme, the first with a full CKM matrix, the latter with a
diagonal unit matrix for the CKM matrix. An example deal-
ing with a complex top quark mass is given in Sect. 5.
4 Installation and usage
4.1 Installation
The user can download the code either as a tar-ball or from
a subversion repository at http://gosam.hepforge.org.
The installation of GoSam-2.0 is very simple when using
the installation script. The latter can be downloaded by
wget http://gosam.hepforge.org/gosam-installer/gosam_
installer.py
By default GoSam will be installed into a subfolder
./local of the directory where the installation script is
saved. A different path can be specified using the
– –prefix=PATH_where_to_install
option. To run the script the user should execute the following
commands
chmod +x gosam_installer.py
./gosam_installer.py [– –prefix=...]
or
python gosam_installer.py
[– –prefix=...]
Upon installation, the installer will ask some questions,
which are described in more detail in the manual [52], which
also can be downloaded from the webpage given above.
To use the default installation all the questions can be
“answered” by pressing the ENTER key.
In particular, the installer will check if QGRAF [53] and
FORM [54,55] already exist on the system. If they are not
found, one can either press ENTER to have them installed
by the script, or provide a path to the binary (tab-completion
can be used). If they are found, their version is checked, and
if needed the installation of a version which has been tested
to run with GoSam is suggested.
As soon as all questions are answered, the main installa-
tion process will start. The components will be downloaded,
built and installed. The whole procedure can take about 10–
30 minutes.
At the end, a script gosam_setup_env.sh will be
created in the bin/ subdirectory of the install location,
which will set (temporarily) all environment variables as
soon as the script is sourced into a shell (with the com-
mandsource [path]/gosam_setup_env.sh). The
installer also gives a recommendation how these environment
variables can be set permanently. The script can be used in
all tcsh- and bash-compatible shells.
All files which have been installed are tracked in the
installer-log.ini file. It is important to keep this file
and the install script. They are needed to update and unin-
stall GoSam. For the default installation, internet access is
required.
The program GoSam is designed to run in any modern
Unix-like environment (Linux, Mac). The system require-
ments are Python (≥ 2.6), a Fortran compiler (gfor-
tran or ifort), a C/C++ compiler (gcc/icc), and (GNU) make.
Compatibility with gcc versions 4.2.–4.9 as well as clang
has been tested. By default, GoSam uses the gfortran/gcc
compilers from the GNU Compiler Suite. To use an Intel
compiler (ifort/icc), the – –intel option can be used. Spe-
cific paths to the compilers can be provided using the– –fc,
– –cc, – –cxx options.
All further options can be listed by invoking the installa-
tion script with the flag help:
gosam_installer.py – –help.
4.2 Using GoSam
We first start describing the use of GoSam in the standalone
version. For the use in combination with a Monte Carlo pro-
gram, based on the BLHA interface, we refer to Sect. 4.3.
In order to generate the matrix element for a given pro-
cess the user should create a process specific setup file,
process.in, which we call process card. An example pro-
cess card for the process e+e− → t t¯ is given in Appendix
A, where we explain each entry in detail.
It is recommended to generate and modify a template file
for the process card. This can be done by invoking the shell
command
gosam.py – –template process.in
which generates the file process.inwith some documen-
tation for all defined options. The options are filled with the
default values, and some paths are set by the installation
script. User-defined options changing the default values can
also be set in a global configuration file. The script will search
in the GoSam-2.0 directory, in the user’s home directory and
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in the current working directory for a file named ‘.gosam’
or ‘gosam.in’.
In order to generate the Fortran code for the process spec-
ified in the input card one needs to invoke
gosam.py process.in
Structure of the generated code
The generated process directory will have the following sub-
directory structure:
– codegen: This directory contains files which are only
relevant for code generation. These files will therefore
not be included in a tar-ball created with make dist.
– common: Contains Fortran files which are common to
all helicity amplitudes and to the constructed matrix ele-
ment code. The file config.f90 contains some global
settings, the file model.f90 contains the definitions and
settings for the model parameters. This directory is always
compiled first.
– doc: Contains files which are necessary for creating
doc/process.pdf, which displays all Feynman dia-
grams of the Born level and one-loop amplitude, together
with colour and helicity info.
– helicity∗: These directories contain all files for a spe-
cific helicity amplitude. The labeling of the helicities
can be found in doc/process.pdf. Before invoking
make source, this directory only contains the make-
files. After the full code generation, for each diagram
three classes of files are created. The basic algebraic
expressions for the individual one-loop diagrams are con-
tained in the files d∗h∗l1.txt in an optimized for-
mat. The files d∗h∗l1.prc contain the expressions of
the numerators as polynomials in the loop momentum.
The corresponding Fortran files are d∗h∗l1.f90 and
abbrevd∗h∗.f90, where the latter contains the abbre-
viations.
Files generated with the derive option (see Sect. 3.2.1)
are named d∗h∗l1d.∗, while the input files for Ninja
(see Sect. 3.2) are named d∗h∗l1∗.∗. For more details
we refer to the manual [52].
– matrix: Contains the code to combine the helicity
amplitudes into a matrix element. Here one also finds the
test program test.f90. The files in this directory are
always compiled last.
– Further, there are some files in the main process direc-
tory, for example the Born/loop diagram files generated
by QGRAF, calleddiagrams-[0/1].hh, or the model
file model.hh.
Conventions
In the case of QCD corrections, the tree-level matrix element
squared can be written as
|M|2tree = A†0A0 = (gs)2b · a0. (9)
The fully renormalised matrix element at one-loop level, i.e.
the interference term between tree-level and one-loop ampli-
tudes, can be written as
|M|21-loop = A†1A0 + A†0A1 = 2 · (A†0A1)
= |M|2bare+|M|2ct, δm Q +|M|2ct, αs +|M|2wf, g+|M|2wf, Q
= αs(μ)
2π
(4π)ε
	(1 − ε) · (gs)
2b ·
[
c0 + c−1
ε
+ c−2
ε2
+ O(ε)
]
.
(10)
In the default case the flag nlo_prefactors has the
value zero, which means that a call to the subroutine
samplitude returns an array consisting of the four num-
bers (a0, c0, c−1, c−2), in this order, with the prefactors
extracted as given above. In the case of electroweak correc-
tions nlo_prefactors=0 has the same meaning, except
that αs is replaced by α. If the flag nlo_prefactors has
the value one, a factor of 1/8π2 instead of αs/2π (respec-
tively α/2π in the EW case) has been extracted from the
numerical result, while for nlo_prefactors=2 all the
prefactors are included in the numerical result.
The average over initial state colours and helicities is
included in the default setup. In cases where the process
is loop induced, i.e. the tree level amplitude is absent, the
program returns the values for A†1A1, where a factor of
(
αs(μ)
2π
(4π)ε
	(1 − ε)
)2
has been pulled out.
After UV renormalisation has been performed, only IR-
singularities remain in the virtual matrix element. The coeffi-
cients of the latter can be checked using the routineir_sub-
tractions. This routine constructs the pole parts of the
dipole subtraction terms and returns a vector of length two,
containing the coefficients of the single and the double pole,
which should be equal to (c−1, c−2).
4.3 Interfacing to Monte Carlo programs
The interface of GoSam with a Monte Carlo event gener-
ator program is based on the Binoth-Les Houches Accord
(BLHA) standards. GoSam-2.0 supports both BLHA1 [50]
and BLHA2 [51]. Certainly, a dedicated interface with-
out using the BLHA is also possible, and such an inter-
face with MadGraph/MadDipole/MadEvent [72–75] has
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been built and applied successfully in various phenomeno-
logical applications [40,43,45,48,49].
If GoSam is used as a One Loop Provider (OLP), the
Monte Carlo program is steering the different stages of the
calculation, in particular the phase space integration and the
event generation, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Therefore, the user
frontend will depend on the user interface of the Monte Carlo
program. The latter will call GoSam at runtime to provide the
corresponding value of the one-loop amplitude at the given
phase space points.
A number of phenomenological results produced by com-
bining GoSam with various Monte Carlo programs can be
found in the literature, e.g in combination with Sherpa [39,
42–44,47], PowHeg [41], Herwig++/Matchbox [68].
Examples how to run GoSam with Sherpa can also be
found on the Sherpa manual webpage [76] and on the Go-
Sam process packages webpage [77]. For the interface with
PowHeg, a detailed description can be found in the appendix
of Ref. [41]. The interface with Herwig++/Matchbox is
described in [68].
4.4 Using external model files
The GoSam-2.0 package comes with the built-in model files
sm,smdiag,smehc,sm_complex,smdiag_complex,
where the latter two are needed in the case of complex masses
and couplings, see Sect. 3.5.3. The model files smehc con-
tain the effective Higgs-gluon couplings.
Other models can be imported easily in theUFO (Universal
FeynRules Output) [78] format. The model import in theUFO
format can be used in the standalone as well as the OLP mode
of GoSam, where both the BLHA1 and BLHA2 standards
are supported for the syntax of the model import.
A model description in the UFO format consists of a
python package which the user can either generate using
FeynRules [79,80] or write himself and store in any direc-
tory. In order to import the model into GoSam one needs
to set the model variable in the process card (line 5 in the
example process card of Appendix A, specifying the keyword
FeynRules in front of the path pointing to the python
files defining the model. For example, if we assume that
the model description is in the directory $HOME/models
/MSSM_UFO, the process card should contain the line
model= FeynRules,$HOME/models/MSSM_UFO.
The import of model files generated by LanHEP [81] is
also supported. More details about the import from LanHEP
are given in the GoSam-2.0 manual [52].
It should be pointed out that GoSam-2.0 provides auto-
matic renormalisation only for QCD corrections. If external
model files are used, as well as in the case of electroweak
corrections, including the correct renormalisation is at the
responsibility of the user.
The examples directory of the GoSam-2.0 package
contains several examples for the import of model files,
both in UFO and in LanHEP format. The subdirectory
examples/model contains model files for the MSSM (as
well as for the SM) in both UFO and LanHEP format. A
concrete BSM example is discussed in Sect. 5.3.
5 Examples
5.1 gg → H+1 jet in the heavy top mass limit
Recently GoSam was used to compute the virtual correc-
tions for the production of a Higgs boson in association with
2 and 3 jets [39,43] in the infinite top-mass limit. As an
example for this type of processes, where a special model
file is needed, containing the Feynman rules for the effec-
tive vertices, which furthermore give rise to higher rank loop
integrals, we consider here the process gg → H g.
An example process card for the generation of this pro-
cess, and a test routine comparing a phase space point with
results from analytical amplitude representations is provided
among the examples of the GoSam-2.0 distribution. In the
following we will refer to that example to describe some
feature of this process.
In order to compute amplitudes using the effective gluon-
gluon-Higgs vertices, the model smehc has to be used. This
model contains also the effective vertex for the Higgs boson
decaying to two photons. When setting the powers of the
strong coupling using the order flag, one has to remember
that the effective vertex counts as two powers of the strong
coupling. To compute the virtual corrections for H + 1 jet
we therefore have to set order=QCD, 3, 5.
The inclusion of the effective gluon-gluon-Higgs coupling
at NLO also requires corrections of the Wilson coefficient.
At NLO the Wilson coefficient is given by [82]
C1 = − αs3π
(
1 + αs
π
11
4
)
, (11)
where the effective Lagrangian is given by
Leff = −C14v H G
a,μνGaμν. (12)
The smehc model file also contains the effective vertex
for the Higgs decay into a pair of photons via top- and W -
loops. For the vertex factor we use the formula given by
FeynRules [79]:
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Table 2 Kinematic point used for gg → Hg. The Higgs boson mass is set to m H = 125 GeV
E px py pz
g 298.17848024073913 0 0 298.17848024073913
g 298.17848024073913 0 0 −298.17848024073913
H 311.27885554899825 −282.56832327194081 −20.783785017815998 31.507187680134837
g 285.07810493248002 282.56832327194081 20.783785017815998 −31.507187680134837
Table 3 Result for Born and
virtual amplitude including the
QCD corrections to gg → Hg.
The renormalisation scale is set
to μ = m H = 125 GeV
Results for gg → Hg with the kinematic point from Table 2
GoSam result MCFM result
a0 7.274563870476018 × 10−4 7.2745638706144032 × 10−4
c0/a0 13.195495732443156 13.195495732443119
c−1/a0 12.160134391476801 12.160134391476900
c−2/a0 −8.9999999999999698 −9.0000000000000000
Table 4 Kinematic point used for ud¯ → νee+bb¯. The W -boson and top-quark mass and width are set to mW = 80.25 GeV, wW = 0, mt =
170.9 GeV and wt = 1.5 GeV
E px py pz
u 250 0 0 250
d¯ 250 0 0 −250
νe 147.53211468467353 24.970405230567895 −18.431576028372117 144.23065114968881
e+ 108.70359662136400 103.25573902554709 −0.54846846595840537 33.976807664202191
b 194.06307653413651 −79.895963003674623 7.4858666717648710 −176.69486288452802
b¯ 49.701212159825850 −48.330181252440347 11.494177822565669 −1.5125959293629665
gγ γ H = 47e
2
72π2v
(
1 − 14
705
x2t −
2
987
x4t +
33
470
x2W
+ 57
6580
x4W +
87
65800
x6W +
41
180950
x8W
+ 5
119756
x10W +
213
26346320
x12W
)
, (13)
where xt = m Hmt , xW = m HmW and the corresponding effective
Lagrangian is given by
Leff = −14 gγ γ H H F
μν Fμν. (14)
Table 3 contains numerical results for gg → Hg at the phase
space point shown in Table 2, where we have used m H =
125 GeV, v2 = 1√
2G F
, G F = 1.16639 × 10−5 GeV−2.
5.2 Single top production
An example containing complex masses in the loop propa-
gators is the so called s-channel single top quark production,
where the top quark has a width wt = 1.5 GeV. In Table 5
we give numerical results for the subprocess ud¯ → νee+bb¯
at the phase space point given in Table 4. The b-quarks are
Table 5 Result for Born and virtual amplitude including the QCD
corrections to ud¯ → νee+bb¯. The renormalisation scale is set to
μ = mt = 170.9 GeV
Results for ud¯ → νee+bb¯ with the kinematic point from Table 4
GoSam result HELAC-NLO result
a0 6.7779888808717541 × 10−13 6.7779888808718329 × 10−13
c0/a0 8.8976474517729294 8.8976474517739739
c−1/a0 −4.9124524216371341 −4.9124524216370293
c−2/a0 −5.3333333333333393 −5.3333333333333073
taken to be massless and the comparison has been performed
against the HELAC-NLO code [4].
5.3 Graviton production within models of large extra
dimensions
As an example for the usage of GoSam with a model
file different from the Standard Model we consider the
QCD corrections to graviton production in ADD mod-
els [83,84] with large extra dimensions (LED). The corre-
sponding model files in UFO [78] format, which we gener-
ated using FeynRules [79,80], are located in the subdirec-
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Table 6 Kinematic point used
for uu¯ → G → γ γ E px py pz
u 250 0 0 250
u¯ 250 0 0 −250
γ1 250 218.30931500994714 −29.589212828575324 118.17580743990260
γ2 250 −218.30931500994714 29.589212828575324 −118.17580743990260
Table 7 Result for the virtual
amplitude including the QCD
corrections to uu¯ → G → γ γ
within ADD models of large
extra dimensions
Results for uu¯ → G → γ γ with the kinematic point from Table 6
GoSam result Analytic result (Ref. [85])
a0 2.6456413225916027 × 10−8 2.6456413225916010 × 10−8
c0/a0 1.1594725347858084 1.1594725347858106
c−1/a0 −4.0000000000000009 −4.0000000000000000
c−2/a0 −2.6666666666666661 −2.6666666666666666
tory examples/model/LED_UFO. To import new model
files within the GoSam setup, the user should specify the path
to the model file in the process card. In the given example, this
already has been done, i.e. the process card contains the line
model=FeynRules,[gosampath]/examples/mod
el/LED_UFO.
The example process we included in the GoSam-2.0 dis-
tribution is uu¯ → G → γ γ , where G denotes a gravi-
ton, and the program calculates the virtual QCD corrections.
Note that this example also involves integrals where the rank
exceeds the number of propagators, due to the spin-2 nature
of the graviton. Running make test in the subdirectory
examples/uu_graviton_yy should produce the result
shown in Table 7, using the phase space point given in Table 6.
The full process, including an additional jet, has been calcu-
lated in [49], where we refer to for details about the parameter
settings.
6 Conclusions
We have presented the program package GoSam-2.0, which
is a highly automated tool to calculate one-loop multi-particle
amplitudes. As the amplitudes at a first stage are produced
in an algebraic form, the program offers a lot of flexibility
concerning the particle content and the couplings, the choice
of the reduction method and the treatment of the rational
parts.
GoSam-2.0 can be used to calculate NLO QCD correc-
tions both within and Beyond the Standard Model, as well
as electroweak corrections, in combination with a Monte
Carlo program providing the tree-level and NLO real radia-
tion parts. The latter can be interfaced using the Binoth-Les-
Houches-Accord, where both BLHA1 and BLHA2 standards
are supported. The automated interface to various Monte
Carlo programs also offers the possibility to produce par-
ton showered events and to compare different shower Monte
Carlo event generators at NLO level.
We also note that the structure of the code is favourable
to be used as a building block for the one-loop virtual times
singly unresolved real radiation part entering NNLO calcu-
lations.
GoSam-2.0 contains many important new features. The
installation procedure is extremely simple: all dependencies
are provided in one package, and an install script is building
the whole package in a completely automated way. Setting
up a process is also very user-friendly: the user only has to fill
out a well documented text file, the process card, where the
program automatically chooses appropriate default values for
unspecified options.
Improvements in the code generation compared to version
1.0 lead to more compact and faster code. GoSam-2.0 also
contains a new integrand reduction method, the integrand
decomposition via Laurent expansion, implemented in the
library Ninja, which leads to a considerable gain in stability
and speed, in particular for amplitudes containing internal
masses.
The range of applicability of GoSam also has been
extended considerably. In particular, integrals where the rank
exceeds the number of propagators (needed e.g. in effective
theories) are fully supported, and propagators for spin-2 par-
ticles are implemented. The complex mass scheme is sup-
ported, including the complexification of the couplings, and
several electroweak schemes can be chosen. Moreover, a new
system for stability tests and the rescue of ‘unstable’ phase
space points has been implemented. In addition, the program
offers the possibility to produce spin-and colour correlated
tree-level matrix elements. As a consequence, GoSam-2.0
can provide all the building blocks needed by modern Monte
Carlo programs to construct a full NLO event generator,
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for QCD corrections both within and beyond the Standard
Model, as well as electroweak corrections.
Therefore, to follow the strive for precision in the next
phases of LHC data taking as well as at a future Linear Col-
lider, not only regarding QCD corrections, GoSam-2.0 can
serve as a highly valuable tool.
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Appendix A: Commented example of an input card
Here we give a commented example for the process e+e− →
t t¯ .
In the following it is assumed that the process e+e− → t t¯
should be calculated to order O(ααs) (QCD corrections). We
neglect the exchange of a Z or a Higgs boson and treat the
electron as massless. The output directory is assumed to be in
the relative path eett. A template file for a generic process
card (called eett.in here) can be generated by invoking
the shell command
gosam.py – –template eett.in
The template file eett.in then should be edited by the
user to define the process specifications. All lines starting
with # are comments.
At this point we would like to emphasize that almost all
specifications in the process card are options, which will take
default values if they are not filled in by the user. The paths
to the libraries will be inserted automatically by the install
script. The only mandatory fields are the in and out par-
ticles, the perturbative order and the path where to store the
process files. Therefore, a minimal process card can look like
this:
Listing 1 eett.in
1 1 process_path=eett
2 2 in= e+, e-
3 3 out= t, t~
4 4 order= gs , 0, 2
In order to populate the process subdirectory specified
under process_path with files for code generation one
invokes
gosam.py eett.in
This will create the subdirectory structure described in
Sect. 4.2.
In the following, we will give detailed comments to all
the fields and options available in the process card for the
example eett.in. (Please note that the line numbers on
the left are only included for better readability and should
not be included in your input file).
Listing 2 eett.in
1 process_name=eett
2 process_path=eett
3 in= e+, e-
4 out= t, t~
5 model= smdiag
6 model.options=ewchoose
7 order= gs, 0, 2
8 zero=me
9 one=gs,e
10 regularisation_scheme =dred
11 helicities=
12 qgraf.options=onshell ,notadpole , nosnail
13 qgraf.verbatim=True=iprop[Z, 0, 0];\n\
14 true=iprop[H, 0, 0];
15 qgraf.verbatim.lo=
16 qgraf.verbatim.nlo=
17 polvec=numerical
18 diagsum=True
19 reduction_programs =ninja ,golem95 ,samurai
20 extensions=shared
21 debug=nlo
22 select.lo=
23 select.nlo=
24 filter.lo=
25 filter.nlo=
26 filter.module=
27 renorm_beta=True
28 renorm_mqwf=True
29 renorm_decoupling=True
30 renorm_mqse=True
31 renorm_logs=True
32 renorm_gamma5=True
33 reduction_interoperation =-1
34 reduction_interoperation_rescue=-1
35 samurai_scalar =2
36 nlo_prefactors =0
37 PSP_check=True
38 PSP_rescue=True
39 PSP_verbosity=False
40 PSP_chk_th1 =8
41 PSP_chk_th2 =3
42 PSP_chk_th3 =5
43 PSP_chk_kfactor =10000
44 reference -vectors=
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45 abbrev.limit =0
46 templates=
47 qgraf.bin=qgraf
48 form.bin=form
49 form.threads =2
50 form.tempdir =/tmp
51 haggies.bin=
52 fc.bin=/usr/bin/gfortran
53 python.bin=python
54 ninja.fcflags=
55 ninja.ldflags=
56 samurai.fcflags=
57 samurai.ldflags=
58 golem95.fcflags=
59 golem95.ldflags=
60 r2=explicit
61 symmetries=family ,generation
62 crossings=
The comments to the file eett.in are as follows.
1 Setting a process name is optional but recommended.
All module names will be prefixed with the process
name (e.g. precision → eett_precision).
This will avoid name conflicts if at a later stage more
than one matrix elements are linked into one exe-
cutable.
2 The item process_path specifies the directory to
which all generated files and directories are written.
Specification of a process path is mandatory.
3–4 The items in and out specify the particles of the ini-
tial and final state. The particle names must be defined
in the selected model file. As the model files usu-
ally define mnemonics for the particle names there
might be several ways of specifying the same pro-
cess. Instead of ‘e+’ one could have written ‘ep’ or
‘positron’. For a complete list of alternative par-
ticle names please refer to the documentation of the
corresponding model file. Specifying in and out
particles is mandatory.
5 The option model specifies which model files should
be used in order to generate and evaluate the diagrams.
How to import models in UFO or LanHep format is
described in Sect. 4.4. The default for this field is
smdiag, i.e. the built-in Standard Model file with a
diagonal CKM matrix.
6 The option model.options can be used to pass
options which are specific to a certain model. The
default is ewchoose, which means that the electro-
weak scheme is selected automatically according to
the given input parameters.
7 The item order is a comma separated list with three
entries. The first entry specifies a symbol that denotes
a coupling constant. In the Standard Model file sm the
only two possibilities are ‘gs’ for the strong coupling
constant gs and ‘e’ for the electroweak coupling. The
second number is the power of the chosen coupling
constant for the tree-level diagrams and the third num-
ber specifies the power of that coupling constant for
the one-loop diagrams. Note that the numbers refer
to the powers in the diagrams of the amplitude rather
than the squared amplitude. In the above example the
string ‘gs, 0, 2’ specifies that the tree-level dia-
grams should be of order g0s and the one-loop dia-
grams should be of order g2s and an unspecified power
of e in both cases. If there is no tree level, i.e. the pro-
cess is loop induced, the keyword NONE should be
put as second item in the list, instead of the tree level
power of the coupling.
The values of order are translated into a vsum con-
straint in the file qgraf.dat.
This field is mandatory.
8–9 The keywords zero and one specify a set of sym-
bols that should be treated as zero (resp. one). These
simplifications are applied at the symbolical level.
Only symbols that appear in the FORM interface of
the model file should be specified here (masses, cou-
plings, CKM-matrix elements, etc). In the example
we specify the electron mass ‘me’ to be zero and we
do not keep the coupling constants in the calculation
explicitly (gs = e = 1).
These options can be omitted.
10 The option regularisation_scheme allows to
choose the dimensional regularisation scheme, in our
example dred for dimensional reduction, which is
the default. cdr for “conventional dimensional reg-
ularisation” is also possible.
11 helicites: a comma separated list of helicities to
be calculated. An empty list means that all possible
helicities should be generated. The characters corre-
spond to particles 1, 2, ... from left to right.
Example: e+e− → γ γ :
Only three helicity configurations are required; the
other ones are either zero or can be obtained by sym-
metry transformations. This corresponds to
helicities=+-++,+-+-,+—
Multiple helicities can be encoded in patterns, which
are expanded at the time of code generation. For more
details we refer to the manual.
12 qgraf.options=onshell,notadpole,
nosnail: a list of options which is passed to
QGRAF via the ’options’ line. Possible values (as
of qgraf.3.1.1) are the following keywords: onepi,
onshell, nosigma, nosnail, notadpole, floop, topol. In
our example, it means that external lines are on-shell,
i.e. do not contain selfenergy corrections, and that
tadpole and snail diagrams are discarded. We refer to
the QGRAF documentation for more details.
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13–16 The value of the option qgraf.verbatim is
passed verbatim to the fileqgraf.dat. In our exam-
ple we suppress the generation of diagrams containing
Higgs and Z bosons. As these commands are passed
verbatim to QGRAF, no mnemonic names are allowed
here, e.g. the Higgs particle has to be denoted by ‘H’
and cannot be replaced by ‘h’. For a complete list of
available options, please consult the QGRAF manual.
For a complete list of particle names we refer to the
documentation of the corresponding model file.
These options can be omitted.
17 polvec: by default (polvec=numerical), num-
erical polarisation vectors are used for the mass-
less gauge bosons, rather than producing separate
code for each helicity (see Sect. 3.1.3). To switch
off the use of numerical polarisation vectors, use
polvec=explicit.
18 diagsum: ifTrue, one-loop diagrams sharing some
propagators are combined before the algebraic reduc-
tion. The default is diagsum = True.
19 The option reduction_programs allows to
choose the amplitude reduction method. If several
choices are given, the code is produced such that the
reduction methods can be switched at runtime. The
default is ninja, golem95.
20 extensions: this option contains a list of useful
extensions to the core of the program, which operate
at the code generation stage. The currently available
extensions are
– autotools: use autotools to generate Makefiles
– shared: create shared libraries (i.e. dynamically
linkable code rather than static libraries). This exten-
sion is enabled by default when using theautotools
extension.
– f77: in combination with the BLHA interface it gen-
erates a file olp_module.f90 linkable with For-
tran77.
– noformopt: disables diagram optimization using
FORM
– gaugecheck: modifies the massless gauge boson
wave functions to allow for a check of gauge invari-
ance for processes involving gluons or photons.
– customspin2prop allows to replace the propa-
gator of spin-2 particles with a custom function (we
refer to the manual for details).
In our example shared tells the program to build
dynamic rather than static libraries.
21 debug: can take the values lo, nlo, all. It
sets the level of information printed to the file
matrix/debug.xml when running the test pro-
gram.
22 select.lo: can be used to select/discard diagrams
by their diagram numbers. It can contain a list of
integer numbers, indicating leading order diagrams
to be selected. If no list is given, all diagrams are
selected. Otherwise, all diagrams whose numbers are
not in the list will be discarded. The list may also con-
tain ranges, with increments different from one, e.g.
select.lo=1,2,5:10:3, 50:53 is equiva-
lent to select.lo=1,2,5,8,50,51,52,53,
i.e. the 3 in 5:10:3 is the increment.
23 select.nlo: analogous to select.lo, for the
one-loop diagrams.
24 filter.lo: a python function which provides a
filter for tree diagrams.
Example: filter.lo=lambda d: d.iprop
(Z) == 1 and d.vertices(Z, U, Ubar)
== 0 filters out diagrams containing exactly one
Z propagator and no Zuu¯ couplings.
25 filter.nlo: analogous to filter.lo, for the
one-loop diagrams. For details we refer to the manual.
26 filter.module: a python file of predefined func-
tions which can be used as filters.
27 renorm_beta: activates or disables beta function
renormalisation. The default is True.
28 renorm_mqwf: activates or disables UV coun-
tertems coming from external massive quarks. The
default is True.
29 renorm_decoupling: activates or disables UV
counterterms coming from massive quark loops. The
default is True.
30 renorm_mqse: activates or disables the UV coun-
terterm coming from the massive quark propagators.
The default is True.
31 renorm_logs: activates or disables the logarithmic
finite terms associated with the UV counterterms. The
default is True.
32 renorm_gamma5: activates finite renormalisation
for axial couplings in the ’t Hooft Veltman scheme
(CDR). Implemented for QCD only, works only with
the built-in model files. The default is True.
33 reduction_interoperation: denotes the
reductuion libraries to be used. Possible values are:
ninja, samurai, golem95 (listing all of them simul-
taneously is possible). A value of −1 lets GoSam
decide. See common/config.f90 for details.
34 reduction_interoperation_rescue:
specifies the reduction library to be used to res-
cue ‘unstable points’. A value of -1 lets GoSam
decide.
35 samurai_scalar: integer which specifies the
library Samurai chooses for the basis integrals. 1:
QCDLoop, 2: OneLOop, 3: Golem95C. The default
is 2.
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36 nlo_prefactors: can take the integer values
0,1,2, which have the following meaning:
0 : a factor of α(s)/(2π) is not included in the NLO
result
1 : a factor of 1/(8π2) is not included in the NLO
result
2 : the NLO result includes all prefactors (see also
manual).
Note, however, that the factor of 1/	(1 − ) is not
included in any of the cases. Please note also that
nlo_prefactors=0 is enforced intest.f90 in
order to recognize rational numbers for the pole coef-
ficients. In the OLP interface mode (BLHA/BLHA2),
the default is nlo_prefactors=2.
37 PSP_check: allows to switch the stability test of the
full amplitude for each phase space point on or off.
If PSP_check is set to False, the following flags
concerningPSP_rescue and the various thresholds
for the rescue system have no effect. Details about the
stability tests are given in Sect. 3.4. Please note that
this test only works for QCD with the built-in model
files. The default is PSP_check= True.
38 PSP_rescue: activates the phase space point res-
cue system based on the estimated accuracy of the
finite part. The accuracy is estimated using informa-
tion on the single pole accuracy and the cancellation
between the cut-constructible part and R2. The default
is PSP_rescue= True.
39 PSP_verbosity: sets the verbosity of the PSP
_check.verbosity = Falsemeans no output,
verbosity = True means that bad points are
written to a file
gs_badpts.log. The default is verbosity =
False.
40 PSP_chk_th1: an integer indicating the number of
desired accurate digits of the single pole coefficient.
For poles coefficients more precise than this threshold
the finite part is not checked separately. Note that this
works only for QCD, with the built-in model files.
The default is 8.
41 PSP_chk_th2: threshold (number of accurate dig-
its) to declare a phase space point as bad point,
based on the precision of the pole coefficient. Points
with precision less than this threshold are directly
reprocessed with the rescue system (if available), or
declared as unstable. According to the verbosity level
set, such points are written to a file and not used when
the code is interfaced to an external Monte Carlo pro-
gram using the new BLHA2 standards. The default
is 3.
42 PSP_chk_th3: threshold (number of accurate dig-
its) to declare a phase space point as bad point, based
on the precision of the finite part estimated with a rota-
tion. According to the verbosity level set, such points
are written to a file and not used when the code is
interfaced to an external Monte Carlo program using
the new BLHA2 standards. The default is 5.
43 PSP_chk_kfactor: threshold on the K-factor to
declare a phase space point as bad point. According
to the verbosity level set, such points are written to
a file and not used when the code is interfaced to an
external Monte Carlo program using the new BLHA2
standards. The default is 10000.
44 reference-vectors: comma separated list of
reference vectors for massive fermions and vector
bosons. If no reference vectors are assigned here,
the program picks the reference vectors automati-
cally. Each entry of the list has to be of the form
〈index〉 : 〈index〉. Example:
in=g,u
out=t,W+
reference-vectors=1:2,3:4,4:3
In this example, the gluon (particle 1) takes the
momentum k2 as reference momentum for the polari-
sation vector. The massive top quark (particle 3) uses
the light-cone projection l4 of the W-boson as refer-
ence direction for its own momentum splitting. Sim-
ilarly, the momentum of the W-boson is split into a
direction l4 and one along l3.
45 abbrev.limit: maximum number of instructions
per subroutine when calculating abbreviations. The
default is 0, which means that no maximum is set.
46 templates: path pointing to the directory contain-
ing the template files for the process. If not set, the pro-
gram uses the directory 〈 gosam_path〉/templates. The
directory must contain a file calledtemplate.xml.
47 qgraf.bin: path to the QGraf executable. The
default path will be set by the installation script.
48 form.bin: path to the FORM executable. The
default path will be set by the installation script.
49 form.threads: the number of FORM threads when
using tform, the parallel version of FORM. The
default is 2.
50 form.tempdir: the temporary directory where
FORM can store (large) intermediate files. the default
is /tmp.
51 haggies.bin: path to the haggies executable.
The default path will be set by the installation script.
52 fc.bin: path to theFortran compiler. The default
path will be set by the installation script.
53 python.bin: path to the python executable. The
default path will be set by the installation script.
54 ninja.fcflags: compiler flags to compile with
Ninja. The default will be set by the installation
script.
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55 ninja.ldflags: ldflags required to link the
Ninja library. The default will be set by the instal-
lation script.
56 samurai.fcflags: compiler flags to compile
with Samurai. The default will be set by the instal-
lation script.
57 samurai.ldflags: ldflags required to link the
Samurai library. The default will be set by the instal-
lation script.
58 golem95.fcflags: compiler flags to compile
with Golem95C. The default will be set by the instal-
lation script.
59 golem95.ldflags: ldflags required to link the
Golem95C library. The default will be set by the
installation script.
60 r2: treatment of the rational part R2. The possibilities
are:
– implicit: μ2 terms are kept in the numerator and
reduced at runtime,
– explicit: μ2 terms are reduced analytically,
– off: all μ2 terms are set to zero.
The default is r2=explicit.
61 symmetries: this information is used when the list
of helicity configurations is generated. An empty list
means that all helicity configurations will be gener-
ated, even if some of them could be mapped onto each
other. Possible values are:
– flavour: assumes that no flavour changing interac-
tions are present. When calculating the list of helici-
ties, fermions with PDG codess 1-6 are assumed not
to mix.
– family: flavour changing only within families.
When calculating the list of helicities, fermion lines
with PDG codes 1-6 are assumed to mix only within
families, i.e. a quark line connecting an up with a
down quark would be considered, while up-bottom
would be discarded.
– lepton: means for leptons what ‘flavour’ means for
quarks.
– generation: means for leptons what ‘family’
means for quarks.
– 〈n〉 = 〈h〉: restriction of particle helicities, e.g. 1=-,
2=+ specifies helicities of particles 1 and 2.
– %〈n〉 = 〈h〉 restriction by PDG code, e.g. %23=+-
specifies the helicity of all Z-bosons to be ’+’ and ’-’
only (no ’0’ polarisation),
%〈n〉 refers to both +n and −n,
%+〈n〉 refers to +n only, %-〈n〉 refers to −n only.
62 crossings: a list of crossed processes derived from
this process. For each process in the list a module
similar to matrix.f90 is generated.
Example:
process_name=ddx_uux
in=1,-1
out=2,-2
crossings = dxd_uux: -1 1 → 2 -2,
ud_ud: 2 1 → 2 1
Appendix B: Higher rank integrals
Higher rank integrals are implemented in all reduction
libraries included in GoSam. Ninja and Samurai are based
on integrand reduction, as described in Sect. 3.2, Golem95C
provides tensor integrals, using a tensor reduction method
and a basis of scalar integrals which has been designed to pro-
vide numerical stability in problematic phase space regions,
for example in the limit of small Gram determinants.
In the following we briefly sketch the main features of the
higher rank extensions for both approaches, more details can
be found in [33,36,60].
B.1: Integrand reduction approach
If the rank r of a one-loop integrand is not larger than the num-
ber of propagators N , the respective integral can be written
as the following combination of known master integrals
M=
∑
{i1,i2,i3,i4}
{
c
(i1i2i3i4)
0 Ii1i2i3i4 +c(i1i2i3i4)4 Ii1i2i3i4 [μ4]
}
+
∑
{i1,i2,i3}
{
c
(i1i2i3)
0 Ii1i2i3 + c(i1i2i3)7 Ii1i2i3 [μ2]
}
+
∑
{i1,i2}
{
c
(i1i2)
0 Ii1i2 + c(i1i2)1 Ii1i2 [(q + pi1) · e2]
+ c(i1i2)2 Ii1i2 [((q + pi1) · e2)2] + c(i1i2)9 Ii1i2 [μ2]
}
+
∑
i1
c
(i1)
0 Ii1 , (15)
where
Ii1···ik [α]≡
∫
d4−2q α
Di1 · · · Dik
, Ii1···ik ≡ Ii1···ik [1],
D j = (q + p j )2 − m2j (16)
with
Ii1i2i3i4 [μ4] = −
1
6
+ O()
Ii1i2i3 [μ2] =
1
2
+ O()
Ii1i2 [μ2] = −
1
6
(
p2i1 − 3(mi1 + mi2)
)
+ O(). (17)
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In the case where r = N + 1 the integral is generalized as
M(r=N+1) = M(r=N ) +
∑
{i1,i2,i3}
c
(i1i2i3)
14 Ii1i2i3 [μ4]
+
∑
{i1,i2}
{
c
(i1i2)
10 Ii1i2 [μ2 (q + pi1) · e2)]
+ c(i1i2)13 Ii1i2 [((q + pi1) · e2)3]
}
+
∑
i1
{
c14 Ii1 [μ2] + c(i1)15 Ii1 [((q + pi1)
· e3)((q + pi1) · e4)]
}
. (18)
The three integrals in Eq. (18) whose numerator is pro-
portional to μ2 are finite and contribute to the rational part
of the amplitude. They have been computed in Ref. [29,36]
and they read
Ii1i2i3 [μ4] =
iπ2
6
(
si2i1 + si3i2 + si1i3
4
−m2i1 − m2i2 − m2i3
)
+ O() (19)
Ii1i2 [μ2 ((q + pi1) · e2)] = iπ2
((pi2 − pi1) · e2)
12
(
si2i1
− 2 m2i1 − 4 m2i2
)
+ O() (20)
Ii1 [μ2] =
iπ2 m4i1
2
+ O() (21)
where si j ≡ (pi − p j )2. The tadpole of rank 2 appearing in
Eq. (18) can be written in terms of the scalar tadpole Ii1 as
Ii1 [((q + pi1) · e3) ((q + pi1) · e4)]
= m2i1
(e3 · e4)
4
(
Ii1 +
iπ2 m2i1
2
)
+ O(). (22)
Finally, since the vector e2 can always be chosen to be mass-
less, the bubble integral of rank 3 appearing in Eq. (18) is
proportional to the form factor B111,
Ii1i2 [((q+pi1)·e2)3] =((pi2−pi1)·e2)3 B111(si2i1 , m2i1 , m2i2).
(23)
The latter can be computed using the formulas of Ref. [86],
as a function of form factors of scalar integrals B0. In the
special case with si2i1 = 0 we use Eq. (A.6.2) and (A.6.3) of
that reference. For the general case si2i1 = 0 we use instead
the following formula [34]
B111(si2i1 , m
2
i1 , m
2
i2) =
1
4 s3i2i1
{
si2i1
(
m2i1 Ii1 + Ii1 [μ2]
− m2i2 Ii2 − Ii2 [μ2]
− 4 Ii1i2 [μ2 ((q + pi1) · (pi2 − pi1))]
− 4 m2i1 Ii1i2 [(q + pi1) · (pi2 − pi1)]
)
+ 4 (m2i2 − m2i1 − si2i1)
× Ii1i2 [((q + pi1) · (pi2 − pi1))2]
}
.
(24)
B.2: Tensor reduction approach
In the tensor reduction approach, the tensor integrals are writ-
ten in terms of linear combinations of scalar form factors
and all possible combinations of external momenta and met-
ric tensors carrying the Lorentz structure. The form factors
themselves are then reduced to a convenient set of basis inte-
grals. It is well known that, due to the 4-dimensionality (resp.
D = 4−2 dimensionality in dimensional regularisation) of
space-time, integrals with N ≥ 6 can be reduced iteratively
to 5-point integrals. Therefore form factors for N ≥ 6 are
never needed. The general form factor decomposition of an
arbitrary tensor integral can be written as
I D,μ1...μrN (a1, . . . , ar ; S)=
∫ dDk
iπ D/2
qμ1a1 . . . q
μr
ar
∏N
j=1(q2j − m2j +iδ)
=
∑
j1,..., jr ∈S
[
·j1· · · ··jr ·
]{μ1...μr }
{a1...ar }
AN ,rj1... jr (S)
+
∑
j1,..., jr−2∈S
[
g···j1· · · ··jr−2·
]{μ1...μr }
{a1...ar }
B N ,rj1... jr−2(S)
+
∑
j1,..., jr−4∈S
[
g··g···j1· · · ··jr−4·
]{μ1...μr }
{a1...ar }
C N ,rj1... jr−4(S)
+
∑
j1,..., jr−4∈S
[
g··g··g···j1· · · ··jr−6·
]{μ1...μr }
{a1...ar }
DN ,rj1... jr−6(S)
+ · · · , (25)
where μi j = rμi − rμj are differences of external momenta
r , and qa = k + ra . The notation [· · · ]{μ1···μr }{a1···ar } stands for the
distribution of the r Lorentz indices μi , and the momentum
labels ai , to the vectors μij ai and metric tensors in all dis-
tinguishable ways. Note that the choice rN = 0, ai = N ∀ i
leads to the well known representation in terms of external
momenta where the labels ai are not necessary, but we prefer
a completely shift invariant notation here.
S denotes an ordered set of propagator labels, correspond-
ing to the momenta forming the kinematic matrix S, defined
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by
Si j = (ri − r j )2 − m2i − m2j , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }.
We should point out that the form factors of type DN ,rj1... jr−6
and beyond, i.e. form factors associated with three or more
metric tensors, are not needed for integrals where the rank
r does not exceed the number N of propagators, no matter
what the value of N is, because integrals with N ≥ 6 can be
reduced algebraically to pentagons.
The program Golem95C reduces the form factors A, . . . , D
internally to a set of basis integrals, i.e. the endpoints of
the reduction (they do not form a basis in the mathematical
sense, as some of them are not independent). The choice of
the basis integrals can have important effects on the numeri-
cal stability in certain kinematic regions. Our reduction end-
points are 4-point functions in 6 dimensions I 64 , which are
IR and UV finite, 4-point functions in D + 4 dimensions,
and various 3-point, 2-point and 1-point functions. A special
feature of Golem95C is that the algebraic reduction to scalar
basis integrals is automatically replaced by a stable and fast
one-dimensional numerical integration of parametric inte-
grals corresponding to tensor rather than scalar integrals in
kinematic situations where a further reduction would lead
to spurious inverse Gram determinants tending to zero. This
leads to improved numerical stability.
The extension of Golem95C to higher rank integrals [60]
follows the reduction formalism as outlined in [26]. How-
ever, the extension of the formalism to rank six pentagons
required some care, as the latter develop an UV divergence,
and therefore O() terms occurring in the reduction need to
be taken into account at intermediate stages.
The rational parts of all the integrals contained in Go-
lem95C can be extracted separately, and analytic formulae
for r ≤ N are provided in [87]. The results for those inte-
grals which are relevant for the higher rank extension can be
extracted from [29], where formulae for all possible rational
parts are given in a general form. The ones which are rele-
vant for the higher rank extension which have not been given
above already are listed explicitly here, where the notation
conventions are kμ(D) = kˆμ(4) + k˜μ(−2), k2(D) = kˆ2 + k˜2,
I D,α;μ1...μrN (a1, . . . ar ; S) ≡
∫ dDk
iπ D/2
(
k˜2
)α
qˆμ1a1 · · · qˆμrar
∏N
j=1(q2j − m2j + iδ)
,
(26)
with the results [60]
I D,35 (S) = −
1
12
+ O(),
I D,2;μ1μ25 (a1, a2; S) = −
1
48
gμ1μ2 + O(),
I D,1;μ1···μ45 (a1, . . . , a4; S) = −
1
96
[
gμ1μ2 gμ3μ4
+gμ1μ3 gμ2μ4 +gμ1μ4 gμ2μ3]+O(),
 I D+64 (S) =
1
240
⎛
⎝
4
∑
i, j=1
(2i j
−m2i −m2j ) − 2
4
∑
i=1
m2i
⎞
⎠+O(). (27)
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